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EDUCATION
Boston Architectural College, Candidate for Master of Architecture
University of Maryland College Park, Master of Art (Educational Psychology)  
University of Minnesota Duluth, Bachelor of Applied Science (Psychology)    

DESIGN & GRAPHIC SKILLS
•	 Sketch concepts with lead, graphite, charcoal, pastel, and watercolor.
•	 Draft with AutoCAD and freehand: sections, elevations, axonometrics, perspectives.
•	 Construct and render 3D models in AutoCAD, Rhinoceros 3D, and SketchUp.
•	 Build models from chipboard, basswood, foam core, Plexiglass, clay, and fabrics.
•	 Create and edit graphics with Illustrator, Photoshop, and Corel Painter.
•	 Designed and built furniture and stage sets with wood, fabric, metal, and vegitation.
•	 Lay out publication documents and presentation boards in InDesign.
•	 Computer programs: AutoCAD 2011, Rhinoceros 3D; Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, 

Corel Painter; SketchUp; MS Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Outlook, and FileMaker.

ORGANIZATIONAL & COMMUNICATION SKILLS
•	 Pitch design schemes to clients and address questions.
•	 Coordinated budget and purchase for research and design projects.
•	 Taught psychology at university level to classes of 40+ students.
•	 Lead a research or design team: schedule, train, monitor, and evaluate.
•	 Recruited psychological research participants and communicate about consensus.
•	 Analyzed behavioral data from psychological experiments with statistical methods.
•	 Developed testing instruments and surveys for social and psychological research.
•	 Co-authored research articles for peer-reviewed journal publications.
•	 Speak, read, and write in Chinese (Mandarin  and Cantonese) with native fluency.

EXPERIENCE 
Boston Architectural College NEC Stage Set Project, Co-designer/Organizer/Crafter 
University of Maryland College Park, Instructor  
University of Maryland College Park, Research Assistant  
Minnesota Sea Grant, Office Assistant/Publication Specialist  
University of Minnesota, Administrative Assistant  
University of Minnesota, Computer Lab Technician  

INTERESTS 
Crafting; swimming; backpack-traveling (18 countries in Asia, Middle East, Europe, and North America). 
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Figure Ground Study
AOP Fall Semester 2010
Master’s A Studio
Instructor: Manuela Mariani
Duration: 3.5 weeks

The purpose of this exercise was to develop the perception and understanding of a visual composition. 
I learned to identify the boundaries and relationships between phisical elements that explicitly and/ 
implicitly define spacial volumes, and also learned to evolve ideas through a process of testing and 
reiteration. By translating two-dimentional compositions to three-dimentional models, then again to 
orthoganal drawings, it helped me to explore three-dimential structures in two-dimentional ways. This 
project improved my understanding about the interactive relationship between solid and void.
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Design started from a set of col-
lages that imply movements. Each 
composition should utilize points, 
lines, and/or planes. Carefully con-
sider the size, scale, shape and/
or position of the figures as well as 
the resulting negative space i.e. the
ground. Try to create a series of compo-
sitions where.the relationship between 
the figures and ground is of equal
importance (neither the figure nor the 
ground visually overpowers the other).
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 Fluid relationship between spaces.

Composition of plains.
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Based on feedback on the collages I select 
the ones that will use as “maps" to guide the 
translation into 3D. Each model should imply 
an imaginary 7”X 7”X 7” bounding box - that 
is, the models should be composed of a series 
of elements, some of which will extend to this 

limit. Each model should be able to support 
its weight on all six surfaces. Exhibit charac-
teristics of layering, oscillation between figure 
and ground, implied space, depth & move-
ment in 3D.
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The final iteration model of the figure/
ground study was made based on mod-
ules. Compared to previous iterations, 
this composition has more balance and 
interaction between figure/ground. The 
black color is used to draw attension to 
certain parts of the model and help to 
move your eyes around it, thus activate 
the spaces visually. 
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Music Analysis
AOP Fall Semester 2010
Master’s A Studio
Instructor: Manuela Mariani
Duration: 3 weeks

Students were asked to diagram a self-selected piece of music, and derive section drawings from the 
diagrams, then create a three-dimensional spaces for the music piece in orthognal drawings. I learned 
to use analysis as a critical tool in understanding formal structures. Through analytic drawings, rela-
tionships among component parts can be revealed and transcribed from one system (music) to anoth-
er (architectural space).  Spatial designs were explored through the act ofdrawing. Ordering principles 
(rythm,  datum, repetition, hierarchy, etc.) were studied extensively.  
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Initial mapping

Entrance

Path

Paulse
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The music began at a lower volume. 
This place should be private with a rela-
tively enclosed space created by solids.  
Then more instruments came in and the 
tempo sped up. It was repetitive, busy, 
and playful. Towards the end of the mu-
sic it was the domination of one instru-
ment, I tried to capture that through the 
upward and forward movement. 

The final longitudinal section and ax-
onometric drawing of the structure. 
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Building Analysis
AOP Spring Semester 2011
Master’s B-1 Studio
Instructor: Benjamin Peterson
Duration: 3 weeks

Started from base drawings, each student analysed a house, derived a thesis about the house and 
deployed the thesis by making our own models. My analysis focused on light, and its relationship with 
private and public spaces, circulation, and social interaction level. Analysis was done through both 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional means. Black paper was used in light diagram because black 
is the abscence of light. Corrugated plastic and pantihose were also used as translucent materials to 
explore different light conditions. 
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Base Drawings 
•	 Left, plans of ground floor and first floor
•	 Right, sections of the house along two axises
•	 Opposite, site drawing
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The Brick House is a family house stands amongst 
dense residential buildings in a busy part of West 
London. The building has no facad on the street, and 
its entry way is hidden on the second floor of an-
other building. The first floor is dug into the ground. 
The walls and floors are built of brick, inside and 
out, which brings a skin like quality to the envolope. 
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Clockwise from left: 

•	 site section
•	 main axises
•	 circulation
•	 light quality 
•	 relationship between light 

and activity density
•	 scale of public/private space
•	 use of the building during 

day time and night.
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Model and diagrams showing the relationship between light 
and circulation. The black foam core in the model represents the 
dark hallway, and the corrugated plastic is the staircase, which 
becomes light shafts that pull people vertically. 
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The building envolope has a skin quality. It is manipu-
lated to mediate light, The private spaces stretch out-
wards to exterior spaces, providing connections to 
the outside world while being alone; and the public 
spaces are pulled in due to lack of visual and physi-
cal connection to the exterior, the focus is inward.
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Pantihose model for study of the 
skin layers and light condition
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The Brick House seeks privacy in the dense urban 
fabric, the walls and windows are placed as view 
barriers that allow views from inside to outside but 
not the other way around. The public spaces are 
open tall and well-lit, but with limited views and 
access to the outside, thus maintain people’s atten-
tion on the social connections in the public space. 

The private spaces are intimate and separated, 
however access to the courtyards draw atten-
tion to the environment.The lower floor is under-
ground, but is primarily lit horizontally, while the 
upper floor, although is above the ground, is lit 
vertically. Hense the lighting quality is the reverse 
of the normal above and below ground lighting. 
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New England Conservatory Feast of Music 
BAC Gateway Project
Spring Semester 2011
Duration: 9 weeks

Feast of Music is the annual fund raising event by New England Conservatory. It was held at Fairmont 
Hotel at Copley, Boston. The chosen theme for 2011 was “the British Isles”. The program included silent 
auction, student performance, dinner, and ballroom dancing. Our task was to dress the main stage 
and the substage in the grand ballroom, design the layout and build props for the silent auction room  
and the entrances to both rooms. Our designs featured the iconic British elements such as crenulated  
castles, hedge maze, english garden, and tartan. Skills grew in design, presentation, construction, in-
stallation, material properties, as well as team leadership.
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CASTLE  STAGE

Wallpaper

Fabric Samples

Tartan Stage
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Venetian Room

The AutoCAD model I created for the grand ballroom 

Plan and SketchUp renderings for the silent auction room

The silent auction room on the night of the event 

One of the entrances to the Grand Ballroom
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On my   own       time...

Crafting has been my hobby since 
when I can remember things. Origa-
mi, greeting cards, kites (I won the 1st 
place in the kite flying contest during 
high school using a kite that I made), 
you name it. The new challenge is 
sewing. Ever since receiving a sew-
ing machine for Christmas three years 
ago, I have made skirts, tops, teddy 
bears, altered pants...and my favorite 
is this bag on the left.
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Frustrated with all the beds that make squeezy sounds and not willing to pay 500 dollars for 
a king bed frame, I designed a bed frame made of dimensional lumber, whose support is of 
an interlocking system. 

From design to acquire materials to complete construction, it took 16 hours, and that was 
how I spent the last day of 2010. the new bed is very stable, does not make a sound when 
you move around on it, freed the space under the bed, prevent me from kicking my toe on 
it, and only cost 80 dollars of wood and nails. 
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Oil painting of Le Petit Prince

A collage made of a collection from 
the Puerto Rico trip: sea glass, coral, 
seashell, sand, and rock.

Three photos of lines
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